
SATA®vision 2000
BEST PROTECTION - BEST PRICE

The SATA vision 2000 air fed mask with belt is now available at an unbeatable price
Once you have experienced this level of comfort, practicality and protection, you will 
never go back - you deserve the best protection.

For a limited period of time only, it will be yours for £ 269.00 (plus VAT) – saving you 
£ 155.00 from the regular price.

Call your local branch or dealer today to avoid disappointment.

Head/chest cloth which is breathable, 
solvent-resistant, lint-free, flame retard-
ant and features a velcro closure. Easy 
to remove and to replace, it provides the 
greatest level of protection, as it com-
pletely wraps around neck and chest

The wide head band and side adjusters
ensure maximum comfort and are 
suitable for spectacle wearers

Sweat band made of microfibre velour 
ensuring effective sweat absorption 
and highest hygienic standards 
which is easy to exchange

The single visor system is unique to
SATA. The tear-off visor foils sitting
over the aperture in the black face
piece are simply replaced with new
ones ensuring perfect vision without
reflections or distortions at any time

Breathing air hose with sound 
absorber for fresh air supply

Sound absorber and filter

Individually adjustable head strap 

with rear position locking control

Liftable visor which stays up when

lifted

Removable hygiene inserts to ensure that
skin contact with contamination 

is minimised

Audible warning whistle indicating insuffi -
cient air supply which is complemented by
a cross check indicator on the belt unit for
highest possible safety (safety feature)

SATA belt unit with activated charcoal adsorber:
 � Compressed air inlet connection at the rear of the belt  

 unit ensuring easy connection and disconnection
 � Impact protection cage over the filter bowl
 � Extra-large charcoal filter element for optimum breathing  

 air quality
 � Air-flow-to-mask pressure gauge with red and green indi- 

 cation area to ensure correct pressure is maintained 
 � Air volume adjuster control to ensure both sufficient and  

 comfortable air supply

SATA local branch/dealer


